This paper investigates the pricing of malls in an environment where shoppers choose between a car and public transportation in getting to a suburban mall. The mall implicitly engages in mixed bundling; it sells goods bundled with parking to shoppers who come by car, and only goods to shoppers who come by public transportation. There are external costs of discomfort in public transportation due to crowdedness. Thus, shoppers using public transportation deter each other. The mall internalizes these external costs, much like a policy maker. To do so, it raises the sales price of the good and sets a parking fee less than parking's marginal cost. Hence, parking is always a loss leader. Surprisingly, this pricing scheme is not necessarily distortionary.
Introduction
Parking is costly to provide, 3 yet most shopping malls provide plentiful parking for free or with only nominal fees. 4 In a model of a suburban shopping mall, where shoppers can choose between a car and public transportation, we show that the equilibrium parking fee the mall chooses can be positive or zero, but it is always less than the marginal cost of providing a parking space. It is well known that retailers commonly price key goods for a holiday or specific season very low-possibly below costs-in order to attract customers. An established literature shows why such "loss-leader" practices can be profitable (see, e.g., Chen and Rey, 2012; DeGraba, 2006; Ellison, 2005; Hess and Gerstner, 1987; In and Wright, 2014; Lal and Matutes, 1994 ) . We show that the mall always prices parking below its cost.
In our simple model, a monopolist shopping mall chooses the sales price for a good and the fee for the parking spaces it provides. Customers choose whether to visit the mall for shopping and then whether to use a car or public transportation. One of the defining properties of public transportation is discomfort costs associated with crowdedness, 5 which we incorporate into our model in a fashion similar to Kraus (1991) and de Palma et al. (2015) . These costs are external in the sense that any additional passenger contributes to the discomfort of all others, and he does not care about others' discomfort; no one else will either. Then, each shopper using public transportation will deter each other and the mall suffers. What can the mall do to deal with this crowding-out effect? The best it can do is to have public transportation users internalize the discomfort externalities that they impose on each other. Otherwise, the mall would be shooting itself in the foot. By doing so, it converts external costs into a higher willingness to pay. Thus, it has incentives to internalize such congestion effects, much like a policy maker, even though it is a profit maximizer. The mall's motivation is the same as a private road operator in setting road tolls (see, e.g., de Palma and Lindsey, 20 0 0; Verhoef et al., 1996 ) , or a monopolist airline carrier in scheduling its flights (see, e.g., Brueckner, 2002 ) .
How exactly can the mall cause shoppers to internalize discomfort costs? The only way is to raise the sales price of the good by the amount of external cost that each public transportation user generates, which will then induce the "right" number of public transportation riders to visit the mall. However, a shopper who travels to the mall by car is now penalized, even though he does not impose any externality on others (of course, cars create external costs of traffic congestion, but these costs are negligible for suburban malls). Then the mall should decrease the parking fee by the same amount. This means that the parking fee will be less than the marginal cost of providing a parking space. Thus, the mall's internalization of crowding externalities effectively encourages car usage. Consequently, parking is priced as a loss leader, thus at least some of the costs of parking are embedded in the sales price of the good offered at the mall. If the marginal cost of parking is sufficiently low, which is usually the case for suburban areas where land is cheap, then parking can even be free. Surprisingly, this pricing scheme is not necessarily distortionary; having parking as a loss leader can be welfare maximizing. Even more surprisingly, loss-leader pricing occurs even when there are passengers who use public transportation for reasons other than shopping at the mall and when the mall sells multiple goods.
Our base model is a suburban mall because we assume that cars do not create any significant traffic congestion around the mall. In reality, incoming and outgoing car traffic is an external cost to everyone including the mall's customers themselves. In an extension, in addition to the external costs of discomfort in public transportation, we allow for external trafficcongestion costs that cars impose on each other, which is more of a concern for urban malls. In such an environment, there is a horse race between externalities. Parking is still a loss leader if the marginal external cost of discomfort in public transportation is higher than the marginal external cost of traffic congestion that cars create. In another extension, we show that our result is robust for the private provision of transportation service to the mall. In yet another extension, we verify that the mall still internalizes the crowding costs if it offers transportation service on its own. We also provide two reduced-form models of competition between malls.
While there is a large literature on the economics of parking in general (see Arnott et al., 2011 and Inci, 2015 , for reviews), there has been little focus on the topic of shopping mall parking. Hasker and Inci (2014) provide an independent answer to why shopping mall parking is so cheap. That paper points out that, since shopping is a search activity, free parking provides a type of insurance to shoppers for the risk that they take by visiting the mall and searching for a good. Hence, the mall embeds the parking costs in the sales price rather than charging a separate fee for parking. In our setting, the mall prices parking as a loss leader and embeds at least some of its costs in the sales price of the good so that shoppers internalize the crowding effect in public transportation. If the insurance mechanism worked out in Hasker and Inci (2014) is combined with the internalizing-the-congestion-externality mechanism we provide in this paper, this would produce even further downward pressure on shopping mall parking fees.
Part of the literature has shown that parking is an important factor in where people shop. Lindsey and West (1997) find that providing parking coupons, which favor suburban customers over customers based downtown, can be collectively profitable for downtown retailers, although it is not individually rational for each store to participate in such a program. Lindsey and West (1998) make an empirical assessment of such a price-discrimination scheme in Edmonton, Canada, showing that it helped downtown retailers attract customers away from suburban shopping malls. Van Ommeren et al. (2014) concentrate on the opposite price-discrimination policy of parking permits in shopping districts, which favors residents over nonresidents, the latter of whom usually visit downtown for shopping. They estimate that parking permits result in a yearly welfare loss of about 15% of parking supply costs, most of which is due to the decrease in nonresidents' consumer surplus.
By employing a stated-preference approach, Borgers and Vosters (2011) show that parking fees are extremely important in shoppers' preferences between two shopping mall alternatives. Hensher and King (2001) obtain a similar result for parking fees at shopping districts. In fact, one of the advantages of shopping malls against downtown shopping areas is their parking supply ( Reimers, 2013 ). De Borger and Russo (2015) show that underpriced on-street parking in downtown areas is an outcome of lobbying by downtown merchants (who want lower on-street parking fees) and suburban malls (who want higher on-street parking fees). From survey data, Hu and Saleh (2005) find that many people would visit downtown more often to shop if parking was cheaper, easier, and more abundant.
In terms of mode choice and parking fees, Gillen (1977) finds that the impact of parking costs on mode choice is greater than that of car-running costs, and that this remains true even when income effects are taken into account. Van der Waerden et al. (2009) concentrate on the short-term implications of a transition from free parking to paid parking in a regional shopping mall in the Netherlands. They find that customers change their travel modes and shopping locations and decrease their visit frequencies and durations as well as expenditures. The impact of parking fees on total car usage is indeterminate. Glazer and Niskanen (1992) point out that time-based parking fees can increase total traffic by decreasing the duration of visits. Voith (1998) discusses the interplay between parking, transportation, and land use and also finds a non-monotonic relationship between parking fees and car usage. In particular, depending on the parameters, parking fees may increase or decrease car usage.
When shopping mall parking is free, its costs are embedded in the costs of goods and services provided at the mall. A strand of the literature on parking focuses on a general analysis of how parking costs are embedded in the prices of other goods and services. Van Ommeren et al. (2011 ) , Manville (2013 , and Bakis et al. (2015) show that the costs of free onand off-street parking get embedded in housing prices and rents. Van Ommeren and Wentink (2012) underline that many employers prefer to provide free parking spaces to their employees rather than higher wages because parking spaces are not taxed as a benefit, unlike wages.
We get parking as a loss leader in a complete information environment. Most prior work justifies loss-leader pricing in incomplete information settings. 6 For example, Hess and Gerstner (1987) assume that only the price of the loss-leader good is advertised, then the store makes its profits out of other goods. Lal and Matutes (1994) argue that this strategy economizes on advertising costs. DeGraba (2006) analyzes it as a form of second-degree price discrimination-when the seller does not know buyers' characteristics. That paper explains, for example, Thanksgiving turkey as a loss leader because those who want a turkey will also buy many other goods, such as side dishes. Another rationale for loss-leader pricing is that the seller gains some monopoly power once a customer enters the store. For example, Ellison (2005) provides a theory of add-on pricing and argues that hotels advertise lower prices for accommodation in hopes of selling add-ons, such as minibar items, at higher prices. In and Wright (2014) show that firms lose money on customers who buy a basic version of a good while making profits on customers who buy an upgraded version of it. In our paper, the mall prices parking as a permanent loss leader by having public transportation riders internalize the discomfort externalities that they impose on each other. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the base model and derives the main results. Section 3 analyzes the social optimum. Section 4 discusses six extensions of the base model: private provision of transportation service, shuttle service provided by the mall, traffic congestion created by cars, adding passengers who use public transportation for purposes other than shopping at the mall, competition between malls, and having the mall sell multiple goods. Section 5 concludes. An appendix derives the equilibrium with a more general cost function and analyzes corner solutions.
Core analysis
There is a monopolist shopping mall selling a homogeneous good at a nonnegative sales price P . 7 We assume that no customers can walk to the mall and that the road system has enough capacity that traffic is not congested-thus, the mall is suburban . 8 We use a c subscript to denote cars, and we refer to public transportation as "bus" and use a b subscript to denote it. The mall provides parking spaces to shoppers who travel by car. Its marginal cost of providing a parking space is m c > 0. The parking fee is denoted by t ≥ 0. Both P and t are chosen by the mall and are common knowledge.
Without loss of generality, we normalize the marginal cost of providing the good in the mall to zero. 9 The total mass of customers is N . We refer to them as shoppers if they visit the mall. Each shopper buys one unit of the good. Each customer has a value of the good v , which is a random variable with a cumulative distribution function of G ( v ) and a probability density function of g ( v ), which is strictly positive on [0 , v ] . We assume that v is high enough that some customers always shop, and that G ( v ) satisfies the monotone hazard rate property that g(v ) / (1 − G (v )) is non-decreasing, which ensures that the mall's profit function is concave. 10 Customers make two decisions: whether to visit the mall, and if so, which travel mode to use. A customer who stays at home gets a reservation payoff of r . A shopper who visits the mall by car pays the parking fee of t and has a fuel cost of κ. 11 A shopper who visits the mall by bus pays a fare of f , and incurs a discomfort cost of d b ( N b ) , where N b is the number of 6 Chen and Rey (2012) is an exception. They concentrate on the competition between a large firm selling a broad range of goods and small fringe firms selling a narrower set. In order to discriminate between multi-stop shoppers and one-stop shoppers, the large firm prices some of the goods sold by the smaller firms below their cost while raising the sales prices of other goods. 7 There are three important points to note here. First, as in Hasker and Inci (2014) , we take the mall and stores as one economic entity in the determination of parking fees. The reality is more complicated. The mall, in fact, does not operate any of the stores but rather it is a two-sided platform. The tenants' ability to reflect parking costs into the sales prices of goods and services varies depending on the rental contracts and pricing policies. Nevertheless, as evidenced by Wheaton (20 0 0) and Gould et al. (2005) , rental contracts in malls are usually functions of a percentage of stores' revenue. Thus, modeling the mall and stores as one entity is harmless for our purposes. Moreover, one can also think of supermarkets, retailers, or department stores, that control both parking fees as well as sales prices independently. Second, although in reality malls are in competition with each other, they have local monopoly power. Thus, our analysis of a monopolist mall is a good approximation. Section 4.5 provides two reduced-form ways of modeling competition. Third, having only one good in the model is obviously a simplification. In reality, some goods are bulky and hard to carry by public transportation. We work out one such case in Section 4.6 and show that our main results continue to hold.
8 Section 4.3 extends the model to allow for traffic congestion externalities created by cars. 9 Appendix A.1 shows that our main result holds even with a more general cost function. 10 The monotone hazard rate property is satisfied by many common distributions. It was originally constructed to describe failure rates. For example, the probability that a light bulb fails at time u conditional on having lasted up to that time is clearly not decreasing. In our setting, the monotone hazard rate property is equivalent to having a log-concave demand curve, and it means that as v increases the firm is losing a larger and larger fraction of its customers. It only requires that the density is not decreasing too fast. For example, the density of the normal distribution is (eventually) decreasing but satisfies this property. Clearly, the uniform distribution also satisfies this property. The exponential distribution is at the boundary with a constant hazard rate. 11 We assume that all shoppers have a car and that they have a common origin and common destination so that the fuel cost does not vary among them. Moreover, as in Voith (1998) , we abstract from the fixed costs associated with car ownership because these fixed costs are sunk at the moment when shoppers who travel to the mall by bus. We assume that the marginal discomfort cost of riding the bus is always positive,
The city maximizes social welfare by choosing the bus fare f . The marginal cost of bus service (per passenger) is m b > 0. The sequence of events is as follows. First, the city announces the bus fare f . Then, the mall decides on the sales price of the good P and the parking fee t . Finally, customers make their decisions of whether to travel to the mall, and if so, which travel mode to choose. We solve the model by backward induction, starting with the shopper's decision of which travel mode to use.
Shoppers
A shopper travels to the mall by car if he obtains a payoff that is at least as high as what he would obtain by traveling to the mall by bus,
. Note that v − P cancels out, thus the decision rule is solely cost minimization:
. Similarly, a shopper travels to the mall by bus if he obtains a payoff that is at least as high as what he would obtain by traveling to the mall by car,
Thus, N b is determined by the equilibrium condition
( 1) This is Wardrop's first principle, stating that shoppers sort between car and bus until neither travel mode is strictly better. 14 The decision of a customer to become a shopper does depend on v − P . He must be getting a payoff that is at least as high as his reservation payoff of r , otherwise, he would have stayed at home. This specifies the marginal shopper , who is indifferent between visiting the mall (by either travel mode) and staying at home,
where ˜ v is the value of the good to the marginal shopper.
Given the marginal shopper's valuation ˜ v , the number of shoppers at the mall is (1
In the main text, we characterize the interior equilibrium in which each travel mode is used by some number of shoppers. 15 In particular, we assume that both N b and N c are strictly between zero and
where N c is the number of shoppers who visit the mall by car. Hence, the third equilibrium condition is
This last equilibrium condition is just an accounting identity that says shoppers either travel by car or bus. Notice that in this model we cannot be sure which shopper uses which mode. We can only know the total number of shoppers in each group.
The shopping mall
The mall maximizes its profit given the equilibrium conditions we just derived, Eqs. (1) - ( 3 ). There are N b shoppers who travel to the mall by bus, and since each buys only the good from the mall, the mall gets revenue of P from each. There are N c shoppers who travel to the mall by car. They pay for both the good and parking, but the mall incurs a cost of m c for each parking space it provides. Thus, the revenue from each car driver is P + t − m c . As a result, the mall's total profit is
shoppers make their decisions to travel to the mall. In some sense, we analyze the short-run equilibrium where travel costs do not alter car ownership decisions.
12 Thus, if there are more passengers on the bus, the discomfort cost will be higher. In reality, the discomfort cost is probably not very sensitive to the number of passengers up to the point where all seats are taken in the bus. It then starts rising. We could incorporate such a cost function at the expense of creating an additional and trivial case in which there is no discomfort cost. See de Palma et al. (2015) for more realistic modeling. There could also be positive externalities associated with public transportation ridership. The well-known Mohring Effect tells that frequency of public transportation would be increased as a result of increased ridership, which could benefit all passengers via decreased waiting times. We think that negative externalities due to discomfort are relatively more important in many cases, especially when ridership is over some critical threshold. 13 These inequalities are weak because they represent possible choices by the shoppers. If they hold with equality, then a shopper may choose either mode. Equilibrium will require that the proper number use each mode. 14 While we formally assume that all shoppers have access to both cars and buses, the Wardrop principle relies only on one observable condition: some shoppers who have cars use the bus and similar shoppers use cars. With the rise of car-sharing services like Zipcar and Car2go, this condition is even easier to satisfy. Of course, in reality, the Wardrop principle might not hold for some groups. For example, shoppers without cars must use the bus, and those who are planning on making multiple stops might need to use their cars. We only need the Wardrop principle to hold for the marginal customer. In general, shoppers' socio-demographic attributes and factors relating to the built environment affect mode choice. However, due to large differences in individual travel patterns, the impacts in terms of sign and magnitude are different in different studies. Factors affecting mode choice include the purpose and time of travel, job sector, valuation of time, culture, location of travel, urban structure, population density, diversity, quality of public transportation, traffic congestion, other transport fees, land use policy, and types of good. Note that many of these variables are correlated with each other. For example, valuation of time is related to education and occupation. Given that, our model captures most of the critical factors in mode choice for shopping. Buehler (2011) and Popovich and Handy (2015) provide a comprehensive review of the determinants of mode choice.
15 Appendix A.2 derives the corner solutions in which all travel is by car or bus.
Note that N b and N c are implicit functions of P and t through the equilibrium conditions. The first-order conditions for the mall's profit-maximization problem are
We use equilibrium conditions to derive the partial derivatives that appear on the right-hand sides of these first-order conditions. With respect to P , they are
The first expression here is quite obvious: For every unit the sales price increases, the marginal shopper's valuation must increase by the same amount. The other expressions are less transparent. Why is the number of shoppers coming by bus unaffected by the sales price even if, for example, all the marginal shoppers are coming by bus? The Wardrop principle stated in Eq. (1) says that when the sales price of the good increases, customers with lower valuations choose to stay at home instead of visiting the mall. Then shoppers re-sort between car and bus until neither travel mode is strictly better than the other, and all marginal shoppers riding the bus are replaced with some shoppers who were formerly using a car. With respect to t , the partial derivatives are
In this case, the first expression is a little bit less transparent: Even though some shoppers use the bus, the marginal shopper's valuation still increases in a one-to-one ratio with the parking fee. Again, Eq.
(1) explains that the marginal shopper is indifferent between different travel modes and thus acts as if he is paying the parking fee. The second expression is fairly obvious. The negative parking fee is a shadow price for bus riders, and thus bus ridership increases in response to an increase in the parking fee. The third expression is an accounting identity. Now N c decreases in response to an increase in the parking fee for two reasons. First, the marginal shopper's valuation has increased, i.e., the number of shoppers visiting the mall has decreased ( −g( ˜ v ) N). Second, some shoppers have switched to the bus (
The accounting identity we just discussed is also true for the sales price, and to be specific, differentiating Eq. (3) shows that
for any exogenous x . Surprisingly, this implies that the impacts of P and t on demand are the same. They both result in a loss of g( ˜ v ) N shoppers. Therefore, one can consider the marginal revenue impact of P and t , holding the number of shoppers constant. Obviously, for t , this is only the number of shoppers who visit the mall by car, or N c , while for P it is N b + N c , which is higher. Thus, the only reason to raise t is to cover the direct cost of parking. Once this is accounted for, all further increases will be in the sales price. In fact, we find that t is not raised enough to even cover its cost. Parking can be thought of as an add-on, or mixed bundling, as Adams and Yellen (1976) refer to it. The mall sells the good bundled with parking to the shoppers who travel by car, and only the good to the shoppers who travel by bus. The bundled good of parking is offered at a low price to attract customers. In Adams and Yellen (1976) , the two goods in the bundle are independently valued goods-neither substitutes nor complements. In our setting, they are independent goods for an individual shopper who travels to the mall by bus because the value of a parking space is zero for him, whereas they are perfect complements for an individual shopper who travels to the mall by car. However, at a market level, which is more of a concern for the mall's pricing, they are partial complements. For those who travel to the mall by car, they are perfect complements, and the others are indifferent over all parking fees. 16 Like Telser (1979) , we find that pricing one of these goods below marginal cost is optimal. 17 After substituting for the partial derivatives, we find that the equilibrium sales price and the parking fee are characterized by
16 At the market level, when the sales price of the good increases, keeping everything else constant, the demand for parking, N c , decreases (see that (7) ) and when the parking fee increases, keeping everything else constant, the total demand for the good,
provided that both prices are weakly positive. However, notice that Eq. (11) might be strictly negative. In this case, because a negative parking fee is not implementable, we have
We can, in fact, state the equilibrium values more generally as follows:
This expression defines the sales price only implicitly because ˜ v is affected by P . The left-hand side of it is increasing in P , while the first term on the right-hand side is decreasing in P (because of the monotone hazard rate) and the second term is independent of P . Thus, there is a unique sales price solving this expression.
We should also explain the expression N b d b ( N b ) and its inclusion in the sales price when t * > 0. In our model, the total discomfort cost of the bus passengers, In this case, the mall thinks that the best option is for them to come by car, and thus imposes on them the same cost no matter which mode of travel they use. Finally, the monopoly power of the mall is completely captured by the first term,
, thus our result is really a cost-sharing issue rather than a monopoly-power issue. In particular, the mall does not charge bus passengers for their externality because of its market power; it is rather trying to encourage shoppers to use cars. We summarize the key point of this section in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Loss-leader pricing -market equilibrium) . The equilibrium parking fee, t * , is always less than the mall's marginal cost of providing a parking space, m c .
Like in the private tolling of roads and the scheduling problem of monopolist airline carriers, the monopolist mall internalizes congestion externalities. In the standard road-tolling problem, there are two routes and flat tolling. Either one of the routes is tolled by a monopolist while the other one is untolled, or both roads are tolled by two different toll operators. In our case, there are two modes of travel. One mode is congestible while the other is not. Both modes are tolled by the same monopolist. It charges P + t if a shopper travels to the mall by car and P if a shopper travels to the mall by bus. Thus, the tolls are differentiated here. Moreover, the congestible mode is also tolled publicly since the city charges a bus fare of f to a shopper who travels to the mall by bus. In the uncongestible mode, the optimal toll is composed of a monopoly mark-up and the marginal cost of providing that mode. In the congestible mode, the monopolist internalizes the external costs of "congestion" by charging a marginal external cost of discomfort in addition to the monopoly mark-up.
The city
The city maximizes welfare, W ( f ), by controlling the fare, f , for the buses it provides. 19 The welfare is the sum of the customer's net utility and the profit from both the mall and bus system. Because all price terms are simply transfers, welfare simplifies to the total utility of the customers minus the costs. The utility of a customer is r if he stays at home and v if he visits the mall. The cost that a bus rider generates is m b + d b (N b ) , and the cost that a car driver generates is m c + κ. Hence, we have
The first-order condition with respect to f is
Using the equilibrium conditions, the partial derivatives with respect to f are given by
After using these partial derivatives and Eq. (1) , the first-order condition simplifies to
thus, we get
When t * > 0, the term in the brackets is equal to the optimal parking fee, thus we have f * = m b . Notice that the city does not try to internalize discomfort externalities here since it relies on the mall to handle that issue.
When t * = 0 , the formula for the optimal bus fare becomes
Now the burden of internalization of externalities has been shifted from the mall to the city. The marginal cost of a bus rider
. Thus, the city charges him for the rest. The opportunity cost of not using the bus is becoming a driver whose marginal cost is κ + m c , of which the driver pays κ. Thus, the rest must be subtracted from the bus fare charged to the shopper. In this case, we have t
which means that the bus fare is higher than the marginal cost of bus service, f * ≥ m b . This result is somewhat surprising because society might want to subsidize bus travel ( f * < m b ) to compensate for the mall's status as a monopolist. This subsidy does not occur because we have a constant cost of using a car. This implies that the Wardrop principle only determines N b and that the bus fare has no impact on the marginal customer (
However, if the cost of using a car was not constant, we would be exactly in the model of Section 4.3 , where car drivers create a congestion externality. In that case, f * < m b is possible. Another thing to note is that the mall does decrease the sales price in response to a higher bus fare. The Wardrop principle stated in Eq. (1) results in ˜ v being independent of f , and Eq. (19) states that the number of bus riders is decreasing in the bus fare, and thus implicit differentiation of Eq. (14) reveals that P is decreasing in f , given that the discomfort cost function is convex, which is empirically supported. Thus, when the bus fare increases, the mall decreases the sales price (and increases the parking fee).
Social optimum
We now consider the full social optimum when the planner determines not only the bus fare but also all prices at the mall. The welfare is still expressed by Eq. (17) , but the planner now maximizes it over all three prices, P, t , and f . The first-order conditions with respect to x ∈ { t, P, f } are given by
∂W ∂x
After simplification and substitution, one can see that if ∂ W/∂ P = 0 and ∂ W/∂ f = 0 , then ∂ W/∂ t = 0 , or we have collinearity. Thus, we do not have a unique solution. Our binding conditions are
where the so superscript represents the social optimum. To achieve the social optimum, the planner charges the customers their social marginal cost. A shopper who travels to the mall by car pays P + t + κ. This should be equal to the social marginal cost he creates, which is the sum of the marginal cost of the good (zero), the marginal cost of a parking space ( m c ), and the cost of his fuel consumption ( κ):
A bus passenger pays
. His social marginal cost is composed of the direct marginal cost of using the bus ( m b ), the discomfort cost he himself incurs ( d b ( N b ) ), and the marginal external cost of discomfort he imposes on others ( N b d b ) . Again, in the full social optimum, the total payment by a shopper who travels to the mall by bus should be equal to the social marginal cost he creates:
It is tempting to think that in the social optimum we should set P equal to the marginal cost of the good, which is zero here, but this is only one way of achieving the social optimum. In all others, sales price is above marginal cost. In fact, in practice, there are many other reasons to have P > 0 in the social optimum, even though the marginal cost of providing the good is zero. For example, it would simplify collection of fees if P = min { m c , m b + N b d b } and either parking or the bus is free. Furthermore, free parking has both strong political support (see De Borger and Russo, 2015 ) and tradition (see the historical reviews in Shoup, 2005 ) , thus, it might be easier to adjust other prices accordingly. Finally, an important intermediate state between full price control and no price control is one where society takes control of parking as well as public transportation. In this case, there might be many reasons why the stores have market power, and society would want to compensate for this by lowering other fees. 20 The following proposition records our results in this section.
Proposition 2 (Loss-leader pricing -social optimum) . As long as the sales price is strictly above its marginal cost, parking is a loss leader in the social optimum.
We should note here that, as we show in Section 4.4 , if there are other passengers on the bus and the social optimum is unconstrained, then loss-leader pricing of parking is the only possibility.
Extensions
Real life is more complicated than any model. In this section, we consider six important extensions of our base model. 
Private provision of bus service
Our first topic is to explore what might happen if the bus service was provided by private suppliers. Not only is this the case in many countries, but it also allows us to analyze a city that is not welfare maximizing. As we shall show, in most cases, private provision of bus service results in the wrong number of people riding the bus.
We consider the two polar cases of a perfectly competitive and a monopoly bus system. Obviously, in the case of perfect competition, free entry implies that f p = m b , where the p subscript is for competitive private provision. In the case of a monopoly, the fare is chosen to maximize profits,
, and the first-order condition is given by 
Proposition 3 (Private bus fare) . Unless the mall charges for parking and buses are provided in a perfectly competitive market, private provision of bus service results in the wrong number of bus riders. Too many shoppers ride the bus if there is free parking and competitive provision, too few if the provider is a monopolist.
Malls rarely charge a fee for parking. Thus, in general, we conclude that private provision of bus service results in the wrong number of bus riders. We should, however, emphasize that this extension does not change our core result: Even if parking is charged for, it will be a loss leader.
Shuttle service
In some countries, such as Russia and Turkey, some malls offer shuttle services to their customers. When the mall offers the bus service on its own, its profit function is
where f s is the shuttle service fare, m s is the cost of providing the shuttle service, and N s is the number of shoppers using the shuttle service.
The comparative statics properties of N s here are the same as those of N b of the base model. Likewise, f s behaves in the same way as f of the base model. Assuming that the mall prefers to provide both parking and shuttle service, we can look for an interior solution by equating the first-order conditions for maximization of Eq. (29) to zero. This exercise reveals that the equilibrium is not uniquely defined, although the full prices paid by bus and car riders are still unique and given by
where d s is the derivative of the discomfort cost associated with crowdedness in the shuttle, d s ( N s ). The first expression says that the full price charged to a car rider should just be a monopoly mark-up over the full cost of providing the good to him. The second one says the same thing, but this time, the full price also includes the marginal external cost that a bus rider imposes on others, which the mall fully internalizes via its pricing. Parking is not necessarily a loss leader in this setting. However, malls usually offer shuttle services for free. In that case, the parking fee is m c − m b − N s d s , which is again less than the cost of providing parking. The opposite is not true. When parking is free, shuttle service is not necessarily a loss leader. We record this result in the following proposition.
Proposition 4 (Shuttle service) . If the mall provides shuttle service for free, parking is a loss leader. If parking is free (and thus still a loss leader), shuttle service is not necessarily a loss leader.
The non-uniqueness of parking fees and shuttle service fares is not surprising. The mall is interested in the full price it receives from each shopper group (i.e., P + t for car riders and P + f s for bus riders) and, because customers are risk neutral and there is no uncertainty associated with a purchase, the mall is free to choose any P, t , and f s it wants, as long as it satisfies Eqs. (30) and ( 31 ). Then, one equilibrium selection criterion to pick among multiple equilibria in our setting is risk aversion. A tiny bit of customer risk aversion related to the uncertainty associated with making a purchase is sufficient to lead to an outcome where both parking and shuttle service are provided for free. This is because, when the mall is risk neutral and customers are risk averse, the mall has the incentive to insure both bus and car riders as much as it can. Since providing full insurance requires subsidized parking, it provides free parking. This is the most common outcome we observe in real life, and it definitely involves loss-leader pricing. Even without risk aversion, a tiny bit of transaction cost associated with collecting parking and shuttle fees would result in the mall choosing the zero-fee-for-both-services equilibrium.
Traffic congestion
In our base model, we assume that the road system is not congestible. Clearly, this is not the case in urban areas, and indeed malls themselves sometimes cause traffic congestion.
For simplicity, we assume that the public transportation system does not increase congestion on roads, and road congestion does not affect public transportation. This is especially true in the case of a subway (or metro train) system. In the case of buses, one could assume that there are dedicated bus lanes. Given this simplification, the cost of traffic congestion for car drivers is d c ( N c ), where we assume d c > 0 . The modified equilibrium conditions ( Eqs. (1) -( 3 )) are as follows:
In this generalization, the partial derivatives are more complex. Where
The sign of partial derivatives has not changed, except some zeros now have a definite sign. When the mall charges for parking, the equilibrium is characterized by
We now see that parking is not always a loss leader. It is a loss leader only when the marginal discomfort externality of the bus is higher than the marginal traffic congestion externality of the car (i.e., N c d c < N b d b ) . In such a case, it is easier to attract customers by having the bus riders internalize the discomfort externalities that they impose on each other than by having car users internalize the traffic congestion that they impose on each other. Looking at the total amount paid by each type of shopper, one immediately realizes that there is a shell game going on. First, everyone pays the marginal externality of public transportation riders, then car riders have this externality subtracted from their parking fee, and then the marginal externality of car riders is added in. So, everyone pays their marginal externality, but car drivers have a more complicated fee-collection program. The condition for free parking is likewise more complex. Parking will now be free (2015) for estimates of the marginal discomfort externality in public transportation and recognize that shoppers may carry bulky packages. Recognize also that if there is traffic congestion only in the city center, then the traffic congestion for a trip might be low, even though it is high near the mall and one might have to search for a parking space.
When parking is free, the formula for the sales price is more complicated:
The sales price still contains the standard monopoly mark-up,
, however, the second term is harder to analyze. We can only state that it is less than N b d b .
A useful general formula for the sales price is
where
We can use this to simplify the socially optimal bus fare, which is now a function of both the sales price and the parking fee:
We have that
, thus the impact of the last two terms is weakly positive. However, the second term is strictly negative. It is the monopoly mark-up
is between zero and one. Thus, it is possible that the bus fare might be below its marginal cost and indeed could be free. In fact, if parking is charged for, we can be certain that the optimal bus fare is strictly below its marginal cost because
We should note that this effect has to be weighed against the fact that, in general, the marginal cost of providing bus service is large and significant. This could explain why free public transportation is uncommon. 21
Other passengers on the bus
Obviously, bus services provided by the city are not only for the customers of the mall. Usually, people ride the bus for other purposes. Does this change the main insights of this paper? Here we show that our results are enforced in this more realistic situation. In fact, our base model is nested in the more general model we present here.
Assume now, in addition to shoppers, there are also N o other passengers who ride the bus for purposes other than shopping at the mall. We first concentrate on the equilibrium. The Wardrop principle is now given by
while Eqs. (2) - ( 7 ) and ( 9 ) remain the same. Hence, Eq. (8) becomes
After going through the same steps we have in the base model, we find that the interior equilibrium is characterized by
Depending on the functional form of d b ( ·) and the equilibrium value of N b , the parking fee we find here can be higher or lower than what we find in the base model. With the assumption of convex crowding costs, however, the parking fee here is expected to be higher. As in the base model, if the parking fee given in Eq. (47) cannot be positive, the mall provides parking for free, and the sales price takes the same form as the one in Eq. (12) . In sum, the result that parking is a loss leader holds even with other passengers on the bus.
Proposition 5 (Other passengers on the bus -equilibrium) . When there are other passengers using the bus, the mall still prices parking as a loss leader. Now, turn to the city's problem. Since we are merely extending our base model, we assume that other bus passengers derive an exogenous total benefit of B o ( N o ) from bus usage, or that 
This time, the partial derivatives with respect to f are given by
and hence, when the equilibrium parking fee is positive, the bus fare is given by
where When the equilibrium parking fee is zero, we find that
Looking at Eqs. (50) and ( 51 ), it is clear that the bus fare is undertaking a double duty. It has to trade off the opportunity cost of bus travel with the externality of other passengers. One might expect that this is because the parking fee, t , is not socially optimal. If it was, then perhaps the bus fare would simply be equal to the opportunity cost of bus travel. This is precisely what we find if the social optimum is unconstrained (meaning that all optimal variables are naturally positive).
The mall's internalization of crowding costs is limited here because it is interested in internalizing only the part of the externality that affects its business while it has no interest in the crowding costs that other passengers incur. So the city cannot fully rely on the mall to internalize all crowding costs, but it rather internalizes the remaining externality in the market by properly adjusting its bus fare. 22 In the full social optimum, the planner maximizes Eq. (48) by choosing not just the bus fare but also the sales price and the parking fee. This time, the first-order conditions have a recursive structure. Equating ∂ W / ∂ P to zero gives
Hence, the social optimum is characterized by
In the social optimum, the externality is internalized in the parking fee. Given that P should be weakly positive, we have t ≤ m c . Thus, if there are other passengers riding the bus, the parking fee is (weakly) lower than the marginal cost of parking, and the parking fee compensates the car riders for the fact they do not impose an externality on others. Intuitively, the cost of bus travel is determined by the opportunity cost of riding the bus, which is the cost of using a car. Since this is pinned down, the parking fee must compensate car drivers for the fact they are not imposing an externality. We summarize our results in the following proposition.
Proposition 6 (Other passengers on the bus -social optimum) . When there are other passengers using the bus, parking is a loss leader if the full social optimum is unconstrained.
Competitive shopping mall
The base model is a model of a monopolist mall. Although malls are in competition with each other in real life, the simplifying assumption of monopoly is quite reasonable because they actually have local monopoly power in their spatial competition. Here, we present some insights on what happens if there is perfect competition.
There are two simple ways in which one can think of competition. The first is the residual-demand curve approach. In this approach, one argues that the mall's demand curve becomes increasingly elastic as the number of competitors increases, and becomes perfectly elastic in the limit as their number approaches infinity. This is equivalent to reducing the monopoly
, and, as one can immediatel y see from Eq. (14) , this has no impact on our results other than to reduce the equilibrium sales price. The other approach is to argue that there is a binding constraint on the profits, and moving towards perfect competition is equivalent to reducing that constraint to zero. This implies that ∂ /∂ P = ∂ /∂ t > 0 . Otherwise, if the mall makes higher profits by raising the sales price than by raising the parking fee, then it should do that. These two constraints yield that t = m c − d b N b , just like we have in our base model. The formula for the sales price (determined by the profit constraint) is, however, different. If a profit constraint of π per shopper is implied, then it is
is replaced with m c if t * = 0 .
Multiple goods
We now consider the case in which the mall sells two different goods rather than one homogenous good. Good 1 is a small item that can be carried in both bus and car, but good 2 is a bulky item that can only be carried by car. Like in the base model, each shopper buys one good from the mall. 23 Thus, N i customers assign a positive value to good i , where i = 1 , 2 . Note that N 1 + N 2 = N. We assume that both customer groups have the same reservation payoff, r .
The sales price of good i is P i , and its marginal cost is m i . 24 The value of the good is v i , which is distributed by a cumulative distribution function of G i ( v i ) and a probability density function of
As in the base model, v i is high enough that some customers always end up shopping, and G i ( v i ) satisfies the monotone hazard rate property.
The Wardrop principle, stated in Eq. (1) , remains the same. However, we now have two marginal customers: one among customers of good 1 and one among customers of good 2. Thus, we have ˜
A customer who assigns a positive value to good 1 decides whether to visit the mall, and if so, which travel mode to use. A customer who assigns a positive value to good 2 only decides whether to visit the mall since he does so always by car. Thus, the new accounting conditions are
where N c i is the number of shoppers who visit the mall by car and buy good i . Given the equilibrium conditions, the mall maximizes its profit given by
Like in the base model, N b , N c 1 , and N c 2 are implicit functions of P 1 , P 2 , and t through the equilibrium conditions. Using their partial derivatives in the first-order conditions, we find that the interior equilibrium is characterized by
for i = 1 , 2 . As in the base model, if m c − N b d b < 0 , the mall provides parking for free. Hence, it still wants to internalize the externality caused by bus riders by incorporating it into the sales price of good 1, which is bought by both bus and car riders. The mall decreases the parking fee to compensate buyers of good 1 for the increase in its sales price, from which buyers of good 2 also benefit. However, the mall has no reason to compensate these shoppers; hence, it increases the sales price of good 2 by the amount of compensation in the parking fee. Hence, quite interestingly, the sales price of good 2 also includes the externality term, but for a different reason. The following proposition summarizes our findings.
Proposition 7 (Two goods)
. Parking is still a loss leader when the mall sells a small good that can be carried by both bus and car and a bulky good that can only be carried by car.
In the two-good world, there are two other cases. The first case is the case in which both goods can be carried by both transportation modes. The second one is the case in which good 1 can be carried by bus and car while good 2 can only be carried by bus, which is mere theoretical curiosum. We have shown that our result extends to both cases, for which the proofs are available upon request. Note also that our result obviously extends to any number of goods as long as each shopper buys one good.
Conclusions
In this paper, we find that parking acts as a loss leader for suburban shopping malls-it is priced artificially low, and often times free, in order to attract business. This result is driven by mode choice. Shoppers can choose between car and public transportation, and, naturally enough, the latter has some crowding costs, which a mall would like to internalize. The only way for internalization to succeed is to increase the sales price of the good. However, an increased sales price will also affect the shoppers who come by car, even though they do not impose any externalities on each other. To compensate them, the mall reduces the parking fee below its marginal cost, and we get loss-leader pricing.
Previous explanations of loss-leader pricing have been seasonal in nature. Our results show that parking is always a loss leader at shopping malls, regardless of the seasonal/holiday cycles. We show that this result holds whether transportation is offered privately or publicly, when the mall sells multiple goods, and when there are other passengers using public transportation. We also show how our result changes when we look at a shopping mall in an urban location, where traffic congestion is important. This analysis begs further exploration of parking fees in an urban setting, where traffic congestion is a significant concern.
Another future research topic is to analyze how sales prices and parking fees interact when the mall price discriminates in parking fees. Price discrimination works via valet parking in the context of shopping malls. Many malls offer valet parking services, although they have cheap (in fact mostly free) parking. Do we still have loss-leader pricing in that context? How is the cost of parking distributed among shoppers who use valet parking and shoppers who park in the parking lot on their own? Last but not least, an empirical test of our theory is the most urgent and fruitful topic for future research. (A.4) after substituting for the partial derivative terms. Equating these first-order conditions to zero yields Hence, even when the marginal cost of providing the good is positive, our main result that the mall prices parking as a loss leader continues to hold. The mall only increases the sales price and, in turn, decreases the number of shoppers coming to the mall, but this does not affect the equilibrium parking fee. To see that the number of shoppers coming to the mall decreases, note that the marginal shopper's valuation is now given by ˜ car, the mall can choose many ( P, t ) pairs, and parking is a loss leader with some of these pairs. With a bit of risk aversion, however, free parking becomes the unique equilibrium.
All shoppers visit the mall by bus if and only if t
. In that case, the mall's profit is given by
(A.9)
The first-order condition with respect to P is
(A.10)
The equilibrium sales price is (A.11) and the mall can choose any t * satisfying
Thus, when all travel is by bus, the mall sells only the good. Hence, it does not need to worry about the parking fee as long as the parking fee it would set (if it were to supply parking) encourages no shoppers to visit the mall by car even when the buses are very crowded.
